Tennis Tournament Results
Debbie Southern Furman Fall Classic
Sep 16-18, 2022 at Greenville, S.C. (Mickel Tennis Center)

Singles competition

Celia-Belle Mohr (Vanderbilt) def. Shelly Bereznyak (Ohio State) 2-6, 6-0, 6-4
#73 Kylie Bilchev (Georgia Tech) def. #64 Holly Staff (Vanderbilt) 6-0, 6-2
#76 Anessa Lee (Vanderbilt) def. Jessica Dawson (Furman) 6-4, 6-3
Bridget Stammel (Vanderbilt) def. Jenna Thompson (Clemson) 6-4, 6-0
Sonya Macavei (Vanderbilt) def. Ruth Marsh (Georgia Tech) 7-5, 6-7 (6-8), 6-0
Marcella Cruz (Vanderbilt) def. Madelyn Bemisdefer (Mississippi State) 7-6 (7-5), 6-4
Amy Stevens (Vanderbilt) def. Emily Surcey (Mississippi State) 7-6 (7-4), 6-3
Kylie Bilchev (Georgia Tech) def. #64 Holly Staff (Vanderbilt) 6-0, 6-2
#76 Anessa Lee (Vanderbilt) def. Jessica Dawson (Furman) 6-4, 6-3
#2 Sarah Hammer (South Carolina) def. Celia-Belle Mohr (Vanderbilt) 2-6, 6-4, 7-5
Mahak Jain (Georgia Tech) def. #64 Holly Staff (Vanderbilt) 6-3, 4-6, 6-4
Anna Brylin (Wake Forest) def. #76 Anessa Lee (Vanderbilt) 7-6 (7-4), 6-2
Bridget Stammel (Vanderbilt) def. #57 Brianna Shvets (Duke) 6-3, 3-6, 7-5
Sonya Macavei (Vanderbilt) def. Katie Codd (Duke) 6-2, 6-4
Marissa Pennings (Furman) def. Marcella Cruz (Vanderbilt) 6-4, 7-6 (8-6)
Ana Cruz (South Carolina) def. Amy Stevens (Vanderbilt) 6-3, 6-4
#86 Casie Wooten (Wake Forest) def. Celia-Belle Mohr (Vanderbilt) 6-4, 6-3
#64 Holly Staff (Vanderbilt) def. Whitley Pate (Wake Forest) 6-3, 6-2
#76 Anessa Lee (Vanderbilt) def. Alexandra Mikhailuk (Mississippi State) 6-1, 4-6, 6-3
Bridget Stammel (Vanderbilt) def. #28 Carson Tanguilig (North Carolina) 6-4, 2-6, 7-6 (7-5)
Sonya Macavei (Vanderbilt) def. Jingyi Li (Wake Forest) 6-2, 6-0
Ellie Schulson (Furman) def. Marcella Cruz (Vanderbilt) 6-4, 6-2
Amy Stevens (Vanderbilt) def. Rosie Garcia Gross (Georgia Tech) 6-3, 2-1

Doubles competition

#9 Kylie Bilchev/Ava Hrastar (Georgia Tech) def. Amy Stevens/Celia-Belle Mohr (Vanderbilt) 8-6
Anessa Lee/Celia-Belle Mohr (Vanderbilt) def. Shelly Bereznyak/Kathleen Jones (Ohio State) 8-4
Whitley Pate/Casie Wooten (Wake Forest) def. Holly Staff/Sonya Macavei (Vanderbilt) 8-7 (7-5)
Alexandra Mikhailuk/Maria Rizzolo (Mississippi State) def. Holly Staff/Sonya Macavei (Vanderbilt) 8-2
Marcella Cruz/Bridget Stammel (Vanderbilt) def. Nevena Carton/Jingyi Li (Wake Forest) 8-7 (7-4)
Marcella Cruz/Bridget Stammel (Vanderbilt) def. Kate Sharabura/Mahak Jain (Georgia Tech) 8-4
Celia-Belle Mohr/Anessa Lee (Vanderbilt) def. Jessica Dawson/Sara Snyder (Furman) 8-2
Ruth Marsh/Alexandra Cruz (Georgia Tech) def. Amy Stevens/Sonya Macavei (Vanderbilt) 8-4
Marcella Cruz/Bridget Stammel (Vanderbilt) def. Emma Jackson/Brianna Shvets (Duke) 8-6

Tournament notes: